shows that this concentrated, controlled storage-ancient "big data"-went beyond aiding preservation to facilitate a vibrant culture of mastering the contents, hermeneutic engagement, adaptation in new works, public reading events, literal and political applications, text-centered
sanctity, and even divine access. Entire Judean communities defined themselves and distinguished themselves from others by their specific textual corpus and by the interpretations, beliefs, and practices they anchored in it. For those Judeans, knowledge of the texts was knowledge of the Lord and of the world he created and continues to control. 2 In the ancient papyri gathered up-sophisticated narratives of the past, pious hymns chanting deeds of yore and plaintive petitions seeking more, prophecy about dawning times and distant, sage discourse on worldly success-the authors of old expressed their own precious, foundational knowledge of the divine. No abstract propositions or esoteric insight, such knowledge consists of a set of characteristics deeply integrated with knowledge of the world, its composition, and its mechanics, including its humanity. Of no fixed form, this integrated, embedded knowledge shifts with the literary medium that presents it: it is a function of genre.
To most contemporary scholars of the Hebrew Bible, genres reflect public institutions and settings-political, economic, social-each of which held distinct ideas about the deity and a signature way to express them, but biblical literature as it is now has been supplemented and revised at so many points and in so many ways as to disfigure the texts and occlude the window they provide onto the ancient institutions and settings. To encounter the ancient views of divine knowledge, one must identify the original form and extent of the text and, behind that, the expression of that original setting in which its articulation would have been fully meaningful. In this view, literature carries the voice of the collective and its speech is that of types-the personas that represent those collectives. On the one hand, in this view, literature that looks realistic enough affords one reasonably confident access to the real past. On the other hand, literature is an impediment to speech to be overcome, an obstacle to its proper audition and comprehension. Authentic knowledge is expressed orally, directly, and the literary medium, which is but a record or a container, preserves know: a journal on the formation of knowledge a flattened, distorted form of it. Some scholars valorize the supplements and revisions both as creative and as reflective of subsequent times and interests that can be recovered, but they do not alter the basic idea of literature as removed from the real, as a misted window upon which would-be observers have breathed and smeared new patterns through which deludedly to try and glimpse it. To all such scholars, one who can follow the collective voice can trace collective change, count causes, account for results, and recount the past; one can narrativize an entire society, write its history, and have encompassing knowledge of it, including its divine element. Not only does the Hebrew Bible tell a single encompassing story, but the story told rebounds to the Hebrew Bible itself, accounting for its current form, which reflects the unfurling knowledge of the deity. 3 In an alternate view, literature does not make a prior event available or transmit preexisting content, but creates an immediate eventthe reading experience itself. In this event the writing is either read and heard internally (as in modern times) or read aloud and heard by an audience (as in ancient). Literature triggers this event by simulating a speech event, speech that posits a past, a present, or a future and constructs it as it goes. Literature prompts its audience to participate in a virtual reality. Genres, in this view, are the textual simulation of different live speaking situations: a storyteller, a cultural critic and prognosticator, a teacher, a philosopher, a lover, the bereft. Literature, in this view, has agency. That agency is set in motion by authors, and authors can exploit the possibilities afforded by textual simulation to widely varying effect. They choose their points of verisimilitude and of unreality, where to distract from the artifice and where to accentuate it, where to indulge the audience's desire for virtual reality and its ready suspension of disbelief and where to put the audience to the test. 4 In this view, works gathered in the literary treasury that is the Hebrew Bible came to exist through individual authors, who rather than record or transmit institutional or collective knowledge of the deity, spring 2018 drew upon their cultural lore and personal experience in a novel way to construct knowledge and argue it. The speakers of the texts they produced, rather than immediately represent a collective, have individuality. Each simulated speaker mimics a known speaking situation and stretches it this way and that, according to the author's design.
No authors identified themselves; some cast the simulated speaker as a legendary figure, like Moses, David, or Isaiah. And each of the simulated speakers, given its discrete outline and setting, proposes distinct knowledge of the deity.
But the biblical treasury primarily comprises treasury-like workscurated collations and simple collections produced by editors-and most of the authored works hide in these, woven all together or juxtaposed alongside each other. Having worked not to produce a consistent level of simulation and argument but to gather by rolling sets of criteria, association-clusters around specific persons or types, editors produced composite works that obscured voicing, suggested new, complex super-genres-new forms of divine knowledge-and, so difficult to synthesize, facilitated selective retelling in yet new works (in ancient times) or historicizing the embedded works and the real-life phenomena seemingly made available by them (in modern times). 5 This emphasis on authors and arguments, on textualized speakers and genres, on editors and complexes, and on the historical role of technology and society in literary culture, foils contemporary attempts to narrativize ancient society and divine knowledge on the basis of literary remains. It recasts the Hebrew Bible from a story perceptible to contemporary readers to an ancient treasury for ancient readers that might be used so again, entirely subject to new realities-new mores, new aims, and new modes. The new review below of several works in the biblical treasury from this point of view aims to illustrate how biblical authors, who mostly refer to their deity by the proper name yhwh "Yahweh" or the general descriptions elohim "God" or ha'elohim "The God," configure divine knowledge each in a know: a journal on the formation of knowledge different way; how they challenge existing rubrics and innovate; and how they exploit the literary medium to do so. It is a review of genremakers and genre-breakers.
II. Kings and Prophets on History
The most visible set today of ancient claims to divine knowledge is that of royal figures. Across the entire region of Southwest Asia, from Judea and Moab through the kingdoms of the Hittites and Arameans, to Assyria and Babylonia, ancient rulers employed stone but also other media, enduring and perishable alike, to recount their massive deeds-of conquest, security, procurement, construction, commerce, wealth, justice, and education: order and civilization-accomplished with divine charge, power, and wisdom.
6 Literary works and fragments throughout the Hebrew Bible show Judean rulers and likeminded authors to have participated fully in this culture of divine knowledge based in the material and sensory. 7 So certain of this historical knowledge were they, in which control over the landscape and change to it wrought by human hand bespeak divine cause, that they took the royal realm as the ground for construing the divine and then, in return, considered the royal realm a miniature of the divine, a diminished imitation. 8 And so certain was this sensory knowledge that even political and social critics, authors simulating prophetic figures, ground prophetic knowledge in physical and visual proximity.
At one point in the book of Isaiah (6:1-13)-which gathers materials allegedly spoken by the prophet Isaiah in eighth-seventh centuries BCE Judea, told of him, or otherwise associated with him-Isaiah speaks in the first-person voice about an event from long, long ago, when he found himself standing in Yahweh's palatial, hypersensory space peopled by fiery creatures, filling with smoke, thundering with their cries of praise for Yahweh, whose robes overrun the space.
Yahweh had a mission and needed an agent, but for Isaiah to volun- 
III. Poetic Proverb and Prose Philosophy on the Quotidian
The royal figure lent itself to an additional form of knowledge, the verbal arts. As the prose narrative winds its way through the book of The author of the book of Ecclesiastes, or Qohelet, explodes the clarity and the causality, the symmetry and the poetry, of proverbial speech,
and presents a broken chain of transmission, in which a teacher addressing his pupil (perceptible in 1:1-2; 7:27; 12:8-14) quotes the long, rambling, iconoclastic "last lecture" he had heard from his own teacher.
The uncertainty of knowledge, in this work, the provisional nature of thought, begins with this quoted character, who is referred to at times by the proper noun "Qohelet," a particular person (1:1-2, 12:9-10), and at others by the descriptor "the qohelet," a type of person, one defined by a particular activity, that of drawing crowds (7:27; 12:8). 14 Qohelet found the proverb itself useless and the wise self-pricking.
Qohelet begins his lecture (1:1-11) by highlighting the useless repetition, illusory dynamism, and utter stasis of the world's elements in their spheres (the earth, the sun in the sky above it, the wind at its surface, and the water running through it and below) and of human cognitive organs and processes (speaking, seeing, and hearing). Then he turns to the accidental dimension, treating at length its relentless attack on human knowledge and control.
In one instructive instance Qohelet cites a proverbial piece of wisdom, "who does as told misfortune will not know," parody. It mimics the wise, who absurdly persist in seeking patterns and willfully ignore patterns' inherent flaws and necessary failure.
Where they see patterns, seasons, reliable repetitions whose identification can be turned to one's advantage, Qohelet sees a mirage, and beyond the mirage-incalculable, irreducible, unyielding luck and fate.
Qohelet satirizes the human penchant for patternizing life though it has a way always of going awry. Symmetry, he argues, can never suppress serendipity.
Qohelet's radical break with constructive knowledge breaks as well with God-always the personified concept "God," never the distinct persona "Yahweh"-whom he presents as inscrutable, unpredictable, In framing the qohelet's philippic as a very long quote within a barelythere but dramatic teacher-student conversation, as a massive lesson unlearned and quickly retracted, the author of the work allows the audience to forget the frame or even to miss it, to feel directly addressed by the qohelet, and to yield to the force of the disquieting argument, and then at the end to distance itself from it. As a result, both the author and the audience can have their cake and eat it too-entertain a profound and profoundly disruptive thought as an experiment and also plausibly deny it. On the one hand, the trick is a linguistic one, uniquely facilitated by the textual medium. To read the text again is to experience the entire sequence all over again, the forgetting, the accepting, the denying. And yet, to have understood the thought once is never to be able truly to relinquish it, only to act as if having done so, to live impossibly between spaces. Instead of grasping certain divine The story has three parts: (1) a stable backdrop against which a complication emerges; (2) the main character's response; and (3) closure, the sense that the character has handled the challenge, that the complication has been managed, and that a stable state of affairs has returned. They differ from each other so strikingly that scholars posit that two different works have been combined, one comprising parts 1 and 3 and another at part 2. The theory, though, does not account for the full set of phenomena: parts 1 and 3 have crucial points of discontinuity; the three parts do not shift neatly and sharply from one to another; features of one part show up at crucial points and in crucial ways in another; and important plot elements carry over from one to another to create interdependence. Rather, the author has crafted a story that hangs by several knotted threads, because storytelling itself is at issue.
In the first part (roughly chaps. 1-2), the narrator tells about a remarkably conscientious and successful man, Job, whose ten privi- In fact, the entire verse debate occurs in unusually difficult Hebrew, with many forms and roots known especially from Aramaic. This has generated many questions and theories about the book: Was it originally written in another language, especially Aramaic? Did its author live in a time or in a region with a distinct Hebrew dialect? But it seems part of the literary effect; it is often a feature of poetry to use unusual speech, which can include elements that sound foreign, elements that sound archaic, and also elements that sound entirely new. 24 In know: a journal on the formation of knowledge the case of this story, which sets all the characters in Utz, near or in Edom, the idea is the equivalent of having them speak with a foreign accent; they are meant to sound vaguely Edomite or "Eastern." The effect of all that foreign-sounding verse-speech keeps the audience attentive to and engaged in the literary quality of the work. Focusing the audience on the artistry at play in the extensive debate has the effect of distracting them, helping them to forget the specific terms of the precipitating scenes, which serves the discontinuity of the conclusion.
After Yahweh's conversation with Job, the story begins the transition to the third part. Yahweh turns to one of Job's three friends, chastising the three of them, vindicating Job to them, and insisting they set things aright with him (42:6-9). On the one hand, this segment concludes the debate scene; on the other, the narrator comes forward again, he employs a disjunctive formula normally reserved to introduce a new scene, "After Yahweh said these things to Job," and the segment occurs entirely in prose. Yahweh is drawn with more nuance, speaking less formulaically than in the opening scenes and less overwhelmingly than in the debate, but he also sounds angry in a familiar, human way, which continues the motif found in both of his compromised character. He repeats himself, saying to the friends twice, "You did not speak correctly of me like my subject Job did" (42:7-8).
He refers to what he would like to do to Job's friends rather crassly as "outrageous things"
(nevalah). He stutters a bit and gets tripped up when he instructs them to go to Job, using the expression "rather, except for, unless" (ki ʾim)
when it does not fit: "Go to Job and offer up a whole-burnt offering on your account, and Job my subject will petition for you. Rather / Except for / Unless his face will I countenance to avoid doing outrageous things to you" (42:8).
Other aspects of the conclusion bely the sense of restoration and the appearance of symmetry. The narrator provides the names of Job's three daughters, but not those of the sons, and like "Utz" and "Job" they are symbolic: Yemimah, Qetsiah, and Qeren-hapukh, which would evoke meanings like "Day-by-day," "Cut-off," and "Upsidedown-horn" (with foreigner's pronunciation of ph as p), respectively.
These bizarre and troubling names generate two contradictory responses. On the one hand, they are so strange as to be almost laughable. On the other hand, they suggest that Job has not actually healed.
Underneath the façade of restoration festers a continuing trauma. In the same spirit, the moment chosen by the narrator to mention the In fact, the narrator gaps even more boldly. As odd as it was that in the description of Job's collapsing fortunes he forgot, as it were, to mention Job's wife until she had something to say to him, the narrator omits her completely from Job's restoration. Did she die for her suggestion to Job? Did Job divorce her? Does she refuse to be consoled?
By the same token, the sat ̣an and the council that set the scene and The author works at two levels, doubling the challenge. There is the story Job will tell of himself and there is the story to tell about Job, how his situation arose and how it was resolved. Job refuses to tell a new story. He sticks to his own broken story. There is a situation now, his misery, and there is a situation before, his perfect faithful- For the story about Job, the author chooses to put the necessary but unrealistic pieces into play, creating a story that hangs by the thinnest, most fragile of threads. There is a mythic backstory with Yahweh prompted by the sat ̣an, a wife whose only point of view is that of the man, and three unfriendly friends, three hostile consolers.
There is what counts formally as a conclusion, but which really does not achieve proper closure. The author creates the sense of an ending, without actually providing one, the appearance of symmetry without its content. It is the theater of the absurd. Readers are pushed to the limits of what they can tolerate: a mythic background, a compromised God, justice threatened, a story, the ultimate human story, hanging by a thread always on the verge of snapping. And yet, the story just works, because by the end the audience somehow forgets the beginning, or pushes it out of mind just enough. The audience always reads with one eye closed, the beginning without the end and the end without the beginning, and insists somehow on making Job's story work.
In short, the book of Job is not a story about how God runs the world. It is a story illustrating how human beings survive in it. These written genres of certain knowledge-prophetic, narrative, and proverbial-drew reactions, counterarguments, by varied authors. In the face of a dramatic turn of events that seemed an opportunity but enjoyed no tangible proof, the author of Isaiah 40-48 reconceptualized the deity and history as so far beyond the senses and so utterly singular as to be identifiable and appreciable by sheer will alone. Bolstering the case, the author exploited the textual medium, which had long been employed to present itself as a record of a pro- spring 2018
